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MAJOR NEWS - FINALLY!
The past eight of the sixteen months since we arrived in Coatesville, PA has additionally included many
large and complex transitions here at Youth With A Mission – Coatesville. The YWAM Coatesville Base Director
was unexpectedly called by God to move 6,000 miles away last summer. We became the primary leadership
on the ground. Fortunately, we have a good Board of Directors, of which Loren is a member. Unfortunately,
they are scattered across the planet, so teleconferenced board meetings accommodated several time zones.
Nevertheless, we persistently labored through difficult situations which finally came to resolution this month.
YWAM Coatesville was pioneered twelve years ago and positively impacted this region plus other
nations through missionary training followed up with local and international outreaches… the fruit of which
continues today. In recent years, this facility, which is one of over 1800 worldwide, experienced financial strain
(beyond the usual living by faith that missionaries get used to). After much prayer, hard work, and an eviction
of squatters, YWAM Coatesville as a YWAM base is closing, its residential facility went to another ministry, but
very importantly: its commercial facility is continuing the local ministry to Coatesville, in cooperation with a
YWAM Base in nearby Lebanon, PA. That seems clear enough now, but required more than anyone imagined.
We, Loren and Kathy, will remain the primary ministry operations staff in Coatesville, now wonderfully
partnered with YWAM Lebanon. This means we have their help and guidance, and they have an outpost in
Coatesville for their staff and students to minister from and to. Missionary training already occurs in Lebanon
YWAM schools not far away… about 80 minutes from here. Additionally, the local church that has been using
the YWAM commercial facility (CNC) since May will remain, also partnering with us in ministry to Coatesville!

CNC is the Coatesville Neighborhood Center, a 140 person occupancy storefront building with a 30
foot by 60 foot main hall, kitchen, two classrooms, two bathrooms, foyer, front patio and side parking lot. We
renovated the CNC in the Spring of 2014 and have been using it, albeit in a limited way due to us being spread
far too thin to accomplish all God put in our heart. All these transitions above now allow ministry to multiply.
Increase has already begun, and will grow even more once we finish decommissioning the residential
facility. We will continue to live there until the other ministry sells it, at which time we need to find new
housing. This will require more monthly support, so please pray about faithfully investing in God’s work here.
Attention: both current and new donors: donations remain tax deductible via the 501(c)(3) status of
YWAM Lebanon (instead of YWAM Coatesville). The method of giving / supporting us all remains the same:
To receive a year-end tax deduction receipt for IRS filing of charitable giving: checks, money orders, PayPal,
electronic bank transfers, and credit card gifts must all be to: YWAM Lebanon and separately be designated
to Loren and Kathy Falzone. The IRS cannot credit your giving if our name appears anywhere on the payment.
If you do not want a year-end tax deduction receipt: just make checks payable to: Loren and Kathy Falzone.
Our personal address (for mailing us, direct giving, etc.) remains the same for now: Loren and Kathy Falzone,
720 Buck Run Rd., Coatesville, PA 19320 until we find and move into new housing. We will let you know when.
Only the office location is changing now: from Coatesville  to Lebanon. We do have an office overlap period.
The new address for tax deductible giving is YWAM Lebanon, 1275 Birch Rd., Lebanon, PA 17042 and
the YWAM Lebanon office telephone number is (717) 274-9010. Please contact this YWAM Lebanon office to
set up your payment choice just as you did with YWAM Coatesville. Please feel free to ask us questions first!
WHEW! We had to wait until enough of these events transpired before we had a deliverable message
for you. We knew for sure that God called us to Coatesville, yet had to learn how He was going to work out so
many factors along the way. It is now a great season of big celebration and great anticipation here. Rejoice
with us in God’s goodness! We appreciate you, your communications, and your help with God’s work here! 

